
Chapter 6

External tracking

The studies described in this chapter are based on measurements performed with a

prototype module of the Lambda Wheels which was installed in the HERMES experi-

ment in the year 2000. The data taken with the prototype made it possible to study

tracking of events passing the module and to determine its efficiency.

Thus far the analysis of data collected by the HERMES experiment is based on

the existing Hermes Reconstruction Code [83] (HRC). The algorithm used by HRC is

based on the orientation of the wires in the existing tracking chambers which is either

vertical (measures the x direction) or tilted by plus or minus 30◦(measures the u and v

directions, respectively). The program HRC translates the decoded data from the ex-

periment into partial tracks corresponding to the space points recorded before or after

the spectrometer magnet; the code combines the front and back tracks in complete

tracks representing a particle, determines the energy and momentum of this track and

carries out particle identification. The most important task of HRC is, however, the

tracking. For this it uses a tree-search algorithm based on pattern recognition by using

look-up tables consisting of hit patterns for each plane orientation. After combination

of the hits in planes of the same orientation a tree-line is reconstructed. In the next step

the tree-lines for the different orientations are combined resulting in a partial track.

The details can be found in Ref. [83].

The structure of the Lambda Wheels, its wider acceptance and different orientation

of the strips, made it unnatural to incorporate in HRC the tracking of events passing the

Lambda Wheels. Similar arguments apply to other additional detectors that were instal-

led outside the standard HERMES acceptance in the framework of the HERMES Charm

Upgrade program [84]. Coordinates in these additional detectors can only come from

tracks reconstructed in either the Lambda Wheels and/or the DVCs. For this reason

it was chosen to incorporate the Lambda Wheels tracking software and the software
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produced for the other new tracking detectors in an eXtended Tracking Code (XTC).

The program XTC runs after HRC such that it can use reconstructed HRC tracks.

The track reconstruction in the Lambda Wheels is relatively simple. First, a cluster

algorithm combines information collected by adjacent strips, where after coordinates

are formed in the silicon counters. From the coordinates in the silicon counters be-

longing to one module one or more tracks are constructed. A difficulty arises in the

selection of the clusters that belong to a track as there is typically more than one

cluster seen in each silicon counter. One cannot simply take all geometrically possible

combinations and use these as physical tracks as most of these tracks will be ghost

tracks due to e.g. clusters caused by noise fluctuations. Identification of the clusters

connected to real particles traversing the detector is necessary. For instance, the cor-

relation between clusters on either side of one piece of silicon can be used to reduce

the number of possible track candidates. Further improvements are realized by making

use of other detectors, and the assumption that good tracks are directed towards the

target or originate from the vicinity of the beam line.

Due to the small overlap of the Lambda Wheel acceptance and the standard HERMES

acceptance the Drift Vertex Chambers (DVC) which also feature a relatively wide ac-

ceptance, are used to improve the selection of clusters in the Lambda Wheels1. Two

different cases were studied. In one case tracks reconstructed from the DVC hit infor-

mation are intersected with the Lambda Wheels, while in the other case the Lambda

Wheel tracks are intersected with the DVC wire planes. In section 6.1.3 the results of

these two studies are presented. In both cases a positively identified track reduces the

total multiplicity. Furthermore, tracks are selected based on the relative position of

their vertex with respect to the beam. A quality parameter is introduced to define the

goodness of the selected combination of clusters to give a track. It is emphasized that

the additional information and/or criteria are only used to positively identify valid

tracks, in order to reduce the multiplicity. The absence of data in the DVC is not used

to remove a track combination, as this track may have been caused by a low momentum

proton not reaching the DVC.

In this section the Lambda Wheel geometry is also described. For tracking pur-

poses it is important to know that the prototype module has been placed in the upper

right corner of the HERMES xy-plane when viewed in the propagation direction of the

beam. The strips either make an angle of 30◦ or 60◦ with respect to the horizontal (or

1The DVCs have a somewhat larger acceptance than the rest of the HERMES spectrometer, and are

incorporated in HRC because of their standard wire geometry. However, the Lambda Wheel acceptance

is still considerably larger and - because of their position - serve different physics objectives.
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HERMES x-axis).

The track resolution of the Lambda Wheels has also been studied using some as-

sumptions for the cluster resolution. Its determination from the Lambda Wheel data is

not straightforward as the corresponding tracks originating from the standard tracking

detectors are of insufficient precision themselves. Nevertheless an estimate of the reso-

lution has been made, which is presented in section 6.2.

Thirdly, in section 6.3 a method to determine the efficiency of the Lambda Wheel pro-

totype module is described. This method is applied to the data, yielding a measured

tracking efficiency for the module.

The major conclusions of our Lambda Wheel tracking studies are summarized in

section 6.4.

6.1 Track reconstruction

If exactly one particle traversed the two silicon counters in the prototype module

causing exactly one strip to fire with its pulse height above threshold in each plane,

tracking is reduced to a simple geometrical problem. However, more strips could have

collected part of the charge liberated by the particle, and have an ADC value above

threshold. If these strips are adjacent, the pulse heights can be combined into a group

of strips to give a cluster. Complications arise if one plane has more clusters abo-

ve threshold coming, for instance, from other passing particles or noise. Furthermore,

inefficiencies may cause the signal due to a particle not to be above threshold. Conse-

quently, it is the selection of clusters that belong together which needs most attention

when developing a tracking algorithm.

The tracking of particles passing through the Lambda Wheels is organized in such a

way in XTC that each module is treated separately, whereafter a loop over all modules

is performed. The first step in the tracking procedure is the clustering (section 6.1.1).

Next, clusters on the two sides of the same silicon counter are combined to give coor-

dinates. A threshold is applied to a specially defined Figure-Of-Merit (section 6.1.2),

which is a measure of the probability that the clusters on the two sides originate from

the same particle. Now, tracks are reconstructed. Tracks that have a vertex downstream

of the module are considered false. In section 6.1.3 it is described how the DVC is used

to reduce the multiplicity by investigating whether the track is shared between the

Lambda Wheels and the DVC. Selection criteria are also applied on the distance to

the beam line in front of the Lambda Wheel, and on the maximum polar angle of the
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track (section 6.1.4). If a track is positively identified either due to a hit in the DVC or

based on its distance to the target, it is used to discard other tracks that use the same

clusters. In the last subsection the results of the event selection are presented.

6.1.1 Clustering

With clustering the combination of all adjacent strips with a pulse height above thres-

hold is meant. Note that a single strip without neighbors is considered a cluster as well.

The charge liberated while a particle traverses the sensitive part of the silicon is

collected on the strips nearest to the particle track. In general this results in the charge

being collected on one strip per side, which is enough to give a signal above threshold.

It is, however, possible that adjacent strips also have a signal above threshold. In that

case it is assumed that these strips are part of a cluster that resulted from a single

traversing particle. The signal of this cluster is taken to be equal to the sum of the

pulse heights of the strips in the cluster. The position of the cluster is calculated from

the positions of the adjacent strips weighted by their pulse heights. This gives a better

position measure as compared to the case of a single strip. The clustering reduces

the amount of false tracks that are reconstructed, and it gives a better value for the

pulse height if a real particle passed the detector. As few strips are disconnected due

to pinholes, which short the coupling capacitors, two strips that have an unconnected

strip in between them are also treated as a cluster. A cluster can maximally consist of

four adjacent strips. If more strips form a cluster this cluster is not considered in the

reconstruction anymore.

6.1.2 Coordinate reconstruction

The summed pulse height recorded in one cluster is a measure of the charge liberated

by a passing particle. The pulse heights are approximately distributed according to a

Landau distribution. Therefore, hardly any correlation exists between the pulse heights

of different events, or in different pieces of silicon for the same event. However, for the

two sides of one piece of silicon a correlation is present as the same liberated charge

is sampled. In figure 6.1 this correlation is seen as an increase in the number of pulse

height pairs around ADC channel 40 for the pulse heights recorded from two sides of

the same silicon counter. A Figure-of-Merit (FOM) [85] is introduced in an attempt to

quantify this correlation and reduce the effect of outliers with a large pulse height and

noise contributions. The FOM is defined as

FOM = 0.5(pls1 + pls2) exp (−0.3/Rpls)F1F2 (6.1)
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Figure 6.1: Contour plot of the correlation between the pulse height spectra of two sides

of one silicon counter. Lines of a constant Figure-of-Merit (see Eq. 6.1) are also shown

in the figure. The value of the corresponding FOM are shown on the right-hand scale of

the figure. The data represent events recorded with the Lambda Wheel prototype module.

with pls1 and pls2 the pulse heights (above threshold) observed in the two sides, Rpls

the smallest value of pls1/pls2 and pls2/pls1, and Fi = exp((250 − plsi)/50) for plsi

above 250 and 1 for lower values. The factors Fi are needed to discard outliers. The

lines of constant FOM showed in figure 6.1 demonstrate that a threshold applied on

the FOM (as calculated with Eq. 6.1) can be used to suppress unwanted coordinate

combinations. In practice we have chosen the following constraint: FOM > 20.

6.1.3 Track reconstruction

For part of the tracks which have been reconstructed from combinations of coordina-

tes in the two silicon counters, it is possible to determine the probability that they

correspond to a particle also observed with the DVC. In this subsection two different

methods are presented that can be used to find such a matching track in DVC and

Lambda Wheels. In the first case one starts from a DVC track, and in the other from a
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Lambda Wheel track.

Selection of a LW strip

The Drift Vertex Chambers (DVC) can be used to assign clusters to a track as it overlaps

partially with the larger Lambda Wheels acceptance. The DVC chamber consists of six

planes, i.e. two sets of three planes with a x, u and v wire orientation. It is possible to

reconstruct a track from the information provided by the DVC alone. The procedure to

evaluate such a track has been incorporated in XTC. However, the angular resolution of

these tracks is not good enough to use them for the identification of unique coordinates

in the two silicon planes. The poor DVC resolution is a consequence of its positional

plane resolution of about 200 µm and a lever arm of only about 8 cm. If projected onto

the Lambda Wheels (at a distance of 70.9 cm for the first Lambda Wheel plane), this

corresponds to a positional uncertainty of 2.5 mm which is significantly larger than the

160 µm spacing of the silicon strips. Therefore, reconstructed DVC tracks cannot be

used for the selection of coordinates in the Lambda Wheels.

Selection of a DVC wire

Particle tracks reconstructed in the Lambda Wheels that also traverse the DVC should

give signals in the DVC from which a coordinate can be reconstructed. As compared

to the Lambda Wheels the DVC are larger. As a consequence fewer particles traverse

the DVC per unit area and the positional resolution needed to select a coordinate in

the DVC is smaller than is the case for the Lambda Wheels. Furthermore, the angular

resolution of the Lambda Wheels is slightly better than that of the DVC. In contrast to

the case in which DVC tracks were used as pointers, a comparison of the reconstructed

DVC coordinate (in the middle of the DVC) and the position where a reconstructed

Lambda Wheel track intersects the middle of the DVC is, therefore, possible.

A simplified approach to reduce the Lambda Wheel multiplicity using DVC informa-

tion is offered by investigating how many wires in the DVC that gave a signal are close

to the intersection of a reconstructed Lambda Wheel track. For this test no evaluation

of a DVC coordinate is needed. Instead a quality factor based on the number of wires

found along the reconstructed Lambda Wheel track is introduced. The criterion that

has to be fulfilled in order to select the clusters used for tracks is that at least four

wires within 0.6 cm of the Lambda Wheel track must have fired. Furthermore, each wire

orientation should be present. Clusters which are positively identified according to the

above requirements are not used in other combinations of Lambda Wheel clusters.
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6.1.4 Geometric selection criteria

The ambiguities left after the DVC selection are small. It is, however, possible to achieve

some extra filtering based on a geometrical selection. A Monte Carlo study showed that

there is almost no contribution of Λ0 decay pions with a polar angle above 0.5 rad.

For this reason tracks with a polar angle above 0.5 rad are not taken into account.

As a consequence tracks that have their vertex with the beam line behind the first

Lambda Wheel plane are removed as well. Here it is assumed that the HERMES z-axis

represents the lepton beam. A track is selected and used to deselect other tracks that

use the same clusters if the distance of a track with this z-axis is smaller than 0.75 cm

and the vertex falls in the target cell, i.e. −20 cm < Zvert < 20 cm.

6.1.5 Observed multiplicities

The selection criteria introduced in the previous sub-sections reduce the number of

tracks that are reconstructed. In table 6.1 this reduction is quantified. First, one should

notice the difference between the ohmic and junction sides. The higher amount of strips

that gave a signal above threshold on the ohmic side is mainly caused by a broken

HELIX chip reading out one of the junction sides. Furthermore, the larger count rate of

strips per event in the ohmic side must be partially attributed to the enhanced noise

level on the ohmic side. Clustering reduces the number of possibilities to make a track

per plane with a factor 3.6 and 1.4 for the junction and ohmic sides, respectively. The

reduction for the ohmic side is less due to a larger presence of noise strips (with small

cluster multiplicity), and a higher cluster multiplicity for particle induced clusters.

After clustering the strips on each side of one counter, combining clusters of the two

sides of one silicon counter gives the number of coordinate pairs per event. Here, a

reduction in possibilities occurs as some of the clusters do not give a coordinate in the

sensitive silicon. After application of a threshold on the FOM (see paragraph 6.1.2),

the number of coordinates to be considered in the track reconstruction is reduced by a

factor 2.5. In a final step the good coordinate pairs in the two silicon counters of one

module are combined. On average 5.3 tracks can be reconstructed per event for the

prototype module. The DVC selection criteria reduce the track multiplicity per event

by a factor 4.4. The geometric selection criteria give a small improvement. The final

track multiplicity of only 1.2 tracks per event per module is a very promising figure, as

no physics requirements were used. If the track multiplicity had been higher this could

have resulted in more ambiguities and background in the physics analysis.
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Table 6.1: Strip and cluster multiplicities in the junction and ohmic side of a silicon

counter, coordinate multiplicities in a counter after combination of clusters and track

multiplicities after combination of good coordinate pairs.

Multiplicity junction side ohmic side

strips/event 4.3 7.3
1 side of

strips/cluster 1.8 1.9
1 counter

clusters/event 1.2 5.1

coordinate pairs/event 5.5
2 counters

good coordinate pairs/event 2.2

tracks/event 5.3
1 module

good tracks/event 1.2

6.2 Angular resolution

Based on the number of strips present in a cluster an upper limit can be given for

the resolution that can be achieved in the position measurement perpendicular to the

strips. If there is one strip in a cluster, with pitch p, the resolution is easily evalua-

ted according to σ =
√

∫ +p/2

−p/2
x2dx/

∫ +p/2

−p/2
dx = p/

√
12 for the resolution. If a cluster

consists of two strips a resolution improvement of 17% can be obtained if the middle

between two strips is taken as an estimate for the coordinate where the particle passed

through the silicon. If also the pulse height information is used for the estimate of the

coordinate an even better resolution can be obtained. For a realistic evaluation of the

resolution in which the pulse height information is also used the noise signal should

be taken into account. This has not been carried out in the present analysis, but it

is believed that the enhancement of 17% given above is a good estimate. When the

evaluation is done for three or four strips a resolution improvement of 27.3% or 28.5%

(with respect to 1/
√

12) is achieved.

In the rest of this section it is assumed that a cluster always consists of one strip.

This is a conservative choice as a larger cluster size will lead to a better resolution as

was argued above.

The orientation of the modules of the Lambda Wheels in the x and y-direction is

different for the various modules. Due to the symmetry present in the location of the

modules in the ring shaped frame only the modules in one quadrant need to be con-

sidered. As a first step the coordinate resolutions in the x and y-direction (σx and σy
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respectively) for modules with three different orientations are evaluated. From these

coordinate resolutions, the angular resolution of the tracks is determined.

Consider the intersection of two strips on both sides of a piece of silicon that gave

a signal2. The two strips must have fired due to a hit in the diamond shaped area

around the intersection point. These diamonds are shown in figure 6.2 for three different

orientations of the module. As we are interested in the resolution in the x and y direction

the three diamonds are projected on both axes. Now the coordinate resolutions are

obtained from

σx =

[

∫ xmax

0
x2L(x)dx

∫ xmax

0
L(x)dx

]− 1
2

, and σy =

[

∫ ymax

0
y2L(y)dy

∫ ymax

0
L(y)dy

]− 1
2

, (6.2)

where L(x) and L(y) describe the relative weight of the corresponding part of the

diamond at that x and y value. The calculation of σy is similar and follows from σx on

the basis of symmetry arguments, i.e. σy of module I is equal to σx of module III. The

resulting resolutions are listed in table 6.2 for the three different module orientations.

The resolutions of all the other modules follow from those in the table.

Table 6.2: Resolution in the x and y direction for modules orientated like those shown

in figure 6.2 under the assumption that a cluster contains one strip. For two strips per

cluster the numbers have to be multiplied by 0.826.

Module Resolution µm

Orientation x-direction y-direction

I 46 122

II 92 92

III 122 46

Under the assumption that the coordinate resolutions have Gaussian distributions

the angular track resolution for the different modules can be inferred from the coor-

dinate resolutions. The resolution in the position difference in the x direction is given

by σ∆x = σx

√
2. In order to calculate the angular resolution the separation between

the two pieces of silicon is (50 mm) needed. The resolution depends on the angle of

incidence of a particle. In the case of perpendicular incidence an angular resolution for

module II of 2.6 mrad in both projections is obtained. Taking into account that the

2The thickness of the silicon is neglected.
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Figure 6.2: Error diamonds for three different positions of the module (denoted with I,

II and III) in the support structure. Under the three diamonds the projections of the

x-axis used for the determination of the resolution in the x-direction are shown. The

maximum heights of the distributions are a consequence of the normalization of these

distributions to unit area.
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strip multiplicity is close to 2 an improvement of a factor 0.826 can be achieved. There-

fore, the angular resolution for tracks that only use Lambda Wheel information becomes

2.1 mrad. This number is indeed of similar size as the resolution of the HERMES front

region, which amounts to about 0.6 mrad at best (see section 5.2).

6.3 Module efficiency

There are a number of reasons why not all particles produced in the primary interac-

tion are reconstructed in the HERMES spectrometer. One of them, its relatively small

angular acceptance is partly accounted for through the addition of the Lambda Wheels.

Another one is the inefficiency of the tracking devices which is made up from the single-

plane inefficiencies.

In this section the (in)efficiency of the prototype silicon module of the Lambda

Wheels is evaluated. For the Lambda Wheels the single-plane efficiency is especially

important as there are no redundant planes, i.e. if one plane does not give a signal

the particle cannot be reconstructed. Even though silicon detectors have efficiencies

close to one hundred percent the absence of redundant hit information for the Lambda

Wheels could degrade the total tracking efficiency significantly. For instance, a single-

plane efficiency of 95% gives a total tracking efficiency of only 81.5% (=0.954).

To determine the single-plane efficiency the number of particles going through the

sensitive silicon and the number of clusters that fired due to these particles need to

be measured for a large number of events. Tracks reconstructed by HRC, i.e. particles

observed in the standard HERMES acceptance, are used to estimate the number of

particles that went through the silicon counters.

Physics analyses mainly rely on the angular information contained in the HRC tracks.

The positional information is mainly used to determine if the track came from the tar-

get. For the efficiency determination, we also need to determine the position of the

HRC tracks to decide whether a particle went through the silicon, i.e. the hit coordi-

nate needs to be determined. However, due to the resolution of the HRC tracks and

multiple scattering the hit coordinates are smeared. The method used to determine

the efficiency should account for the smearing of the hit coordinates as estimated from

the HRC tracks. This is discussed in section 6.3.1. The actual efficiency determination

including a correction for unconnected or dead strips is presented in section 6.3.2.
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Figure 6.3: Side view of the HERMES front region.

6.3.1 HRC Residuals

For the determination of the efficiency front tracks reconstructed with HRC based on

the Front Chamber3 only are used. The intersection of the HRC front tracks with

the silicon planes of the module at 45 and 50 cm gives the hit coordinate, which is

an estimate of the position where the particle traversed the silicon. As can be seen

from figure 6.3 a sizable amount of material is present between the FC and the Lambda

Wheel module. Multiple scattering and fit errors in the reconstruction of the HRC tracks

result in smeared hit coordinates in the silicon. The residual, i.e. the distance between

the hit coordinate and the cluster belonging to the particle, gives a measurement of

this smearing. Here, it is assumed that the resolution of the Lambda Wheel detector,

which is 46 µm or less perpendicular to the strips, can be neglected as compared to the

HRC front track resolution. More than one cluster can be present in a plane due to the

passage of more than one particle or due to noise. The contribution of noise clusters is

reduced by selecting the cluster with the highest or second highest pulse height. If two

clusters are present the one closest to the hit coordinate is taken.

In figure 6.4 the residuals found in the four silicon planes are shown. Besides the

smaller number of entries for the junction side of the silicon counter at 50 cm the four

3This is the option used during the normal data processing of the HERMES data (FC). In principle

the DVC could also be included resulting in more precise tracks.
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Figure 6.4: Residuals obtained by comparing HRC tracks and Lambda Wheel clusters for

the four sides of the two silicon planes. The RMS value is evaluated in between -1 cm

and 1 cm.
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Figure 6.5: Sketch of a silicon plane. If the coordinate corresponding to the

HERMES track falls in the darkest area Nexp is incremented. If a strip with a pulse

height above threshold was found in the circle around the hit coordinate Ncls is incre-

mented.

residual distributions are comparable. The reason for the smaller count rate in the long

junction is a broken chip. The actual RMS value of the residuals (RMSres) of 0.27 cm

(average of four planes) can also be understood. Given the resolution of the standard

HERMES spectrometer (of 0.6 mrad at best [83]) a standard deviation of σhrc = 0.06 cm

is expected for a position determination in the Lambda Wheel planes. The difference

between RMSres and σhrc can be accounted for by multiple scattering in the material

in between the FC and the Lambda Wheels. From Ref. [85] an estimate of the influence

of multiple scattering on the position determination from HRC tracks in the Lambda

Wheel planes was obtained as σπ
MS = 0.18 cm and σp

MS = 0.25 cm (for 1 GeV pions and

protons, respectively). By comparing these numbers to the observed residuals of 0.27

cm, it is concluded that multiple scattering is the main contributor to the positional

resolution of HRC tracks at the position of the Lambda Wheel.

6.3.2 Efficiency determination method

Assuming that there are no dead strips the raw efficiency can be evaluated from

εr =
Ncls

Nexp

, (6.3)

where Ncls is the number of clusters that gave a signal in the Lambda Wheel module,

and Nexp is the number of clusters expected to give a signal due to the passage of a

particle, as determined from HRC. One is added to Nexp if the hit coordinate falls in

the area used for the efficiency calculation(see figure 6.5). In the efficiency determining
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algorithm the number Ncls is increased by one, if a cluster is found in the circle around

the hit coordinate with radius equal to the roadwidth (see figure 6.5). In order to take

care of edge effects not the complete sensitive area of the silicon is taken into account.

Instead the sensitive area is reduced by a band along the rim that has a width equal to

the roadwidth. In the figure the reduced area is denoted as the area used for calculating

the efficiency.

There is a certain freedom in choosing the roadwidth. As an initial guess one could

take the RMSres obtained from the measured residuals in the silicon counters. However,

assuming that this resolution is Gaussian this choice of roadwidth will only encompass

68% of the tracks. Full efficiency can only be expected if 3σ = 0.81 cm or more is cho-

sen. In the upper left panel of figure 6.6 the measured efficiencies as a function of the

roadwidth are shown. The data qualitatively confirm the estimates given above. Dif-

ferences originate from the non-Gaussian distribution of the residuals (see figure 6.4),

and several corrections that need to be applied.

The figure also shows that the obtained efficiency increases with roadwidth as ex-

pected, but it is also seen that the efficiency does not become constant for a road width

much larger than 3 σ = 0.81 cm. This is probably due to falsely selected clusters, and

hit coordinates which fall outside the Gaussian distribution.

The probability to find a particle cluster in a circle around the hit coordinate in-

creases with the roadwidth, i.e. the radius of the circle. If only real particle clusters

are selected the efficiency versus road-width curve will have the real efficiency as its

asymptotic value. However, the probability to find a noise cluster also increases with

the roadwidth. Ordering the clusters in decreasing pulse height and selecting the first

cluster within the roadwidth will reduce the probability to select a noise clusters. Still,

for a proper evaluation of the total efficiency, a correction has to be applied for incor-

rectly selected noise clusters and for the unconnected strips. In the next paragraph the

correction of incorrectly selected cluster is explained. Thereafter, a dead strip correction

is evaluated.

Correction for incorrectly selected clusters

In order to correct the measured efficiency for incorrectly selected clusters, use is made

of the slope of the tracks in the Lambda Wheel module. The reason is that the error

introduced in the slope of a track due to multiple scattering is smaller than the error

in the position. Therefore, a comparison of the slopes of HERMES tracks with the

slopes of tracks of selected clusters in the two planes of a module makes it possible to

identify possibly incorrectly selected clusters. As can be seen in figure 6.7 two clusters
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Figure 6.6: In the upper left panel the efficiency of a single-plane of the Lambda

Wheel prototype module is shown without corrections. In the upper right panel the cor-

rection factor for dead strips is given. In the lower left panel a correction for falsely

selected clusters is given, and in the lower right panel the corrected efficiency is shown.
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RECONSTRUCTED TRACK

STRIPS THAT FIRED

HERMES TRACK

DIFFERENCE
SLOPE

Figure 6.7: Two silicon planes of a module are sketched. The slope between the HERMES

track and the plane (only the projection of the HERMES track on this plane is shown)

through the two clusters in the two silicon planes is used to determine a correction

factor for incorrectly selected clusters.

do not define a track but instead a plane, and the slope difference is defined as the

angle between the true HERMES (or HRC) track and the plane. In figure 6.8 a clear

peak can be seen in the distribution of slope difference signals. The signals outside

the peak are due to a cluster in one of the two planes that was incorrectly assigned

to the HRC track. The correction factor is now evaluated by counting the signals that

are 3σ or 5σ away from the center of the peak, with σ = 2.18 mrad as obtained

from a Gaussian fit through the peak, and dividing by the total number of signals.

The value for the standard deviation given above and the minimal angular resolution

of 0.6 mrad for HRC tracks indeed shows that the angular resolution estimated for

Lambda Wheel tracks of 2.1 mrad (see section 6.2) is an upper limit4. Since we are

interested in an efficiency per plane the number of outliers has to be divided by two.

In the lower left panel of figure 6.6 the thus evaluated correction factor for falsely

selected clusters is given as a function of the roadwidth. As can be seen in the figure

more cluster are selected falsely if the roadwidth is increased. The linear decrease of the

cluster correction factor is expected since the number of strips (and thus the probability

to find a noise cluster) in a circle is proportional to the roadwidth.

4
√

2.182 − 0.62 = 2.1
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Figure 6.8: The difference in slope between a HERMES track and the plane of tracks

made up by two clusters. Both the cluster with the highest pulse height within the

roadwidth from the hit coordinate and the next highest cluster in both planes are used.

This gives three combinations of which the one with the smallest slope is plotted. The

two sidebands come from incorrectly selected clusters in one of the two planes.

Dead strip Correction

The measured efficiency of the silicon is corrected for dead strips. The correction of the

efficiency ε is evaluated from the uncorrected efficiency εuncorr by

ε =

[

Σ
Nexp

i=1 (1 − Fdead)

Nexp

]−1

εuncorr. (6.4)

Fdead is the fraction of the area of the circle around the hit coordinate covered with

dead strips. It is calculated for each event and is a function of the roadwidth. Averaging

these areas over events will effectively weight the position dependent occupancy in the

silicon.

In the upper right panel of figure 6.6 the inverse of the multiplicative factor that

takes the area of dead strips into account is shown (i.e. the raw efficiency should be

divided by this factor). As expected no large dependence on the roadwidth is present.

After applying the dead strip correction and the correction for falsely selected clus-

ters the single-plane efficiency of the Lambda Wheel prototype module is presented in

the lower right panel of figure 6.6. Comparison of the upper left panel with the lower

right panel shows that the corrections result in an asymptotic value of the efficiency

of 95% (97%) if a 3σ (5σ)cut is used. For this reason it is safe to quote a single-plane

efficiency of 95% using the 3 σ selection criteria. It is gratifying to observe that the

asymptotic efficiency is reached if the roadwidth exceeds 0.81 cm as was already ex-

pected on the basis of the intrinsic HERMES resolution. If 5σ constraints are used both

for the maximum roadwidth and the slope difference, a single-plane efficiency of 97%

is found.
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Dependencies of the single-plane efficiencies

The efficiency curves (including all corrections) have also been evaluated for two differ-

ent bias voltages and for different (software) thresholds on the strip signals. In figure 6.9

the results are shown for both the ohmic and junction sides of the silicon. It is obser-

ved that a higher bias voltage and a low threshold lead to the highest efficiencies, as

expected.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter data taken in the year 2000 with a prototype Lambda Wheel module

have been used to study the tracking of particles through the detector. The Lambda

Wheel tracking has been incorporated in the XTC program. As only one module has

been used in this study, it needs to be extended for the complete Lambda Wheels which

were only installed at HERMES in 2002.

An estimate of the resolution that can be obtained with Lambda Wheel tracks is

given. Because of the different orientations of the modules the x and y resolution are

not constant. An average angular resolution of 2.1 mrad is estimated for tracks only

relying on two spacepoints recorded by the Lambda Wheels.

A method to determine the efficiency of the Lambda Wheel that uses HRC tracks has

been presented. Using this method the single-plane efficiency of the module has been

determined to be 97%. The dependence of the efficiency on the applied bias voltage and

the threshold settings has been presented as well. The dependence on the applied thres-

hold is rather strong. Hence, it is necessary to make use of the lowest possible threshold.

The efficiency found for the module is most likely smaller than that for the modules

which are now installed in HERMES as several improvements where made to the module

series based on experience obtained with this prototype. Hence, it is not unreasonable

to expect single-plane efficiencies in excess of 97% for the presently installed silicon

modules of the Lambda Wheels.
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Figure 6.9: The single-plane efficiency is plotted as a function of the roadwidth for

the junction side (left) and the ohmic side (right) of a single silicon counter plane at

45/50 cm from the interaction point. All corrections have been applied. The upper row

shows the dependence on two bias voltages, and the lower row the dependence on the

(software) threshold applied to the strips. One MIP corresponds to 40 ADC-channels.


